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Requirement of Gas Barrier Adjacent to Landfill Sites
Buildings constructed within 250m from landfill sites are likely affected by hazardous
gas generated from waste, with potential danger when sparks occur. The Planning
Department and EPD have guideline and guidance to gas hazard mitigation measures.
Gas can be blocked by a barrier or vented out by a geocomposite. Polyethylene
membrane has been widely used as such permanent barrier. The membrane is
flexible, impermeable, durable and weldable into an integral sheets, installed in
location intercepting the gas path, whether it is a cut off wall or placed against
basement structure, over pile cap, under ground slab, or other strategic locations.

Polyethylene membrane was first used in the early 80’s in landfill waste containment,
taking advantage of its extremely low hydraulic conductivity. This capability is
extended to mitigate hazardous gas to buildings constructed within landfill vicinity.
We commissioned the first gas barrier in 1997 to a factory in Tseung Kwan O. Here
are several on-going undertakings. Ivan has all the details, ivan@g-and-e.com.

Basement internal structure is lined with gas barrierGas barrier at the invert between pilecaps
Gas barrier under ground beam

Shek Kok Road Development. Basement area below ground level is to be sealed off from 
external gas migrated from TKO Landfill 

Gas Barrier at Lohas Park, phase 5. Basement area, under ground walkway and lift pits 
require interception of gas migrated from TKO landfill

Barrier at the external 
face of lift pit 

Gas barrier on plant room flooring 

Underground walkway gas barrier Gas barrier underground slab 

Gas barrier on grade below 
ground beam 

Barrier at internal face of 
basement structure 

mailto:ivan@g-and-e.com
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New Product / Application
Garware Gabion
Gabion sack made from HDPE rope net is now available. Non-corrosive rope
in braided twine and weaved into sack in pillow, cylindrical or conical shape
that can carry 2 to 8 tons loading. Small stones can be filled off site, trucked
to site and placed in moving water, all int eh sack. Applications are common
in scour protection, underwater ballast, river training and revetment. The
sack is flexible, conforms well to uneven bed profile, highly porous and
resistant to aggressive and abrasive environment. It can be customized with
lifting loop, handling with ease. Further details natural@g-and-e.com.

Gas barrier is 
terminated by welding 

and taping

Glasgrid
Glasgrid, commonly used in transition between concrete and flexible
pavements as per Highway Department’s typical drawing H 1110B is now
available. This type of pressure sensitive self adhesive fibre glass geogrid
produced by Tensar, is named Polygrid. It complies fully with Highway’s
requirement and is of limited inventory. Steven@g-and-e.com.

Gas barrier on the 
external structure, 

evnetually backfilled to 
bury the barrier

Sin Fat Residential Development. Underground 
car park requires a barrier to stop migration of 
gas from Sai Tso Wan (洒草湾) Landfill

Technical Note 

Rope 
Gabion

A Historical Project - Superwood
G and E established focus on Geosynthetics since 1987, during
this early period, the company also took venture of recycling
polymer into replicated timber member. Plastic waste was
extruded into rod and plank, it was named “Superwood“.
Superwood was first used as trellis at the Hong Kong Zoological
and Botanical Garden Green House in 1992. After almost 30
years, the structure stays as it was first built, little deterioration
of Superwood is noticed.
Acceptance of recycling was unfortunately pre matured then,
further pursue of the material was dropped in 1993 but the
environmental concern and sustainability was budded,
welcoming a variety of plastic timber to establish.

Electrokinetic Geosynthetics (EKG)
EKG technology combines the electro kinetic phenomena of electro-osmosis,
electrophoresis, and electrolysis with traditional functions of geosynthetics of
drainage filtering, containment and reinforcement. It introduces an active role
initiating biological, chemical, or physical change to the matrix, activating the
already established natural functions which would not have been effected without
the electric catalyst. Cost saving, reduce carbon footprint, improve construction
productivity, less environment nuisance and energy saving are expected.

Consolidation can be much faster if prefabricated vertical drain manufactured with
conducting core are used, water is removed faster from anode to cathode with an

Discharge of ground water at the 
cathode of EVD

The 
Green 
House

Trellis in the steel 
structure

mailto:natural@g-and-e.com
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Opinion Column
Dilemma with Compliance to PS and Appropriate Application
Geotextile is common for filter and separation, geocomposite for drainage, geomembrane for permeability barrier
and geogrid for reinforcement. There are different product specifications to best suit different applications with
different installation methods and testing methods. In many projects, the application is sometimes ambiguous,
and the PS sometimes calls for an unsuitable material or inappropriate installation method. This leads to an
embarrassing situation, to follow regardless or to take a correction and to accept the consequence. A few
examples :
• Uni-directional geotextile laid in the wrong direction – reduce reinforcement performance
• Rigid cuspated core geocomposite used in fill slope drainage – reduce transmissivity with distorted core
• Thick and heavy geotextile used for perforated drainage pipe filter – increase cost with an overkill
• Geocomposite for gabion and subgrade separation – no necessity of a separation layer with drainage capability
Perhaps practical adaptation at site can be considered when circumstances arise.

Technical Note (Con’t) 
induced potential. Reinforced earth structure with smart geogrid (with built in conductive behaviour) can be
monitored by continuously measuring the geogrid deformation with coherent optical frequency domain
reflectometry, instability can be predicted. In waterproofing system where conductive geomembrane is used,
leakage can be monitored in real time (see sketch), leak location can be identified for repair. And dewatering
becomes more efficient with electro osmosis function woven geotextile bag or containers.
Since EKG conceptualization in 1993, a great many research has never stopped, unfortunately, limited application
has been commercialized. The time will come. More, gary@g-and-e.com.

Real time monitoring of HDPE geomembrane leakage

Cuspated rigid geocomposite core is 
distorted on the benching slope profile

Gabion drains freely itself, a 
geotextile instead of a 
geocomposite is more 
appropriate 

1,000 gsm 7 mm thick geotextile (left) to wrap 
drainage pipe when a 100 gsm 0.5 mm thick 

(right) is adequate
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to newsletter@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com.

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: info@g-and-e.com http://www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague - Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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The Bluet Planet Effect, international newspaper campaigns and
global climate change activists have accelerated the world’s focus on
sustainability. Today, businesses, governments and construction
projects are under scrutiny like never before. The IGS has created a
short e-book “preparation the ground for the brighter future”, which
highlights the many, significant positives geosynthetics brings to
society. It is hoped that sustainability of using geosynthetic can be
aware of and many more application are seen. Please click into the
book cover to read the 8 pages short message. In the coming issues,
we will bring about the quantitative analysis on carbon footprint.

E-Book on the sustainability with Geosynthetics

For Your Information

Concrete Canvas is a flexible roll of geosynthetics, in which
dry cement is incorporated, that can be laid and stabled on
soil surface, once hydrated, it will turn into concrete layer
resembling shotcrete. Three are 5, 8 and 13 mm thickness
and most applications are of 5 mm which is widely used here.
Some references are the temporary slope protection at
Kadoorie Farm, the seawall protection at Lam Tin Tunnel
Approach and the drainage channel lining at SENT landfill.

Wide Width Concrete Canvas

Warehouse
In line with our expansion and optimizing our service, we
have relocated our warehouse to a more spacious 15,000 ft²
premises where larger inventory becomes more manageable,
fabrication yard is better equipped, and research &
development becomes more resourceful. Customization of
material and delivery will be more efficient.

Standard Concrete Canvas of 5 mm thickness comes in 1 m width x 10 m length roll that weighs 70 kg, light and
handy enough for manual operation. But small roll is taken as inefficient and awkward installation. Wide width
rolls of 2 to 3 m are now available with the same properties and characteristics. While the jumbo roll becomes
relatively heavy that needs lifting equipment, this package is more efficient, with less overlapping and cost
effective, the video shows the simplicity. More information and trial, call Steven stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

We had a simple ceremony at the new warehouse,
safety and prosperity wishes to the staff member,
followed by a celebration dinner. We missed the
New Year celebration dinner under Covid-19, the
relief of group gathering comes at the right time.

mailto:newsletter@g-and-e.com
mailto:nannette@g-and-e.com
mailto:info@g-and-e.com
mailto:newsletter@g-and-e.com
https://www.geosyntheticssociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/IGS_Ebook.pdf
https://www.geosyntheticssociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/IGS_Ebook.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5-aOgxGsHU&t
mailto:steven@g-and-e.com
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